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1. ABSTRACT 8 

Limbal stem cells (LSC) are already used in cell-based treatments for ocular surface disorders. Clinical 9 

translation of LSCs-based therapies critically depends on the successful delivery, survival and retention 10 

of these therapeutic cells to the desired region. Such a major bottleneck could be overcome by using an 11 

appropriate carrier to provide anchoring sites and structural support to LSC culture and transplantation. 12 

Bacterial nanocellulose (BNC) is an appealing, yet unexplored, candidate for this application because 13 

of its biocompatibility, animal-free origin and mechanical stability. Here, we investigated BNC as a 14 

vehicle for human embryonic stem cells-derived LSC (hESC-LSC). To enhance cell-biomaterial 15 

interactions, we implemented a plasma activation followed by a Collagen IV and Laminin coating of 16 

the BNC substrates. This surface functionalization with human extracellular matrix proteins greatly 17 

improved the attachment and survival of hESC-LSC without compromising the flexible, robust and 18 

semi-transparent nature of the BNC. The surface characteristics of the BNC substrates are described 19 

and a preliminary ex vivo test in simulated transplantation scenarios is provided. Importantly, we show 20 

that hESC-LSC retain their self-renewal and stemness characteristics up to 21 days on BNC substrates. 21 

These results open the door for future research on hESC-LSC/BNC constructs to treat severe ocular 22 

surface pathologies.  23 
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3. GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT 30 

 31 

4. INTRODUCTION 32 

Limbal stem cells (LSC) are tissue-specific stem cells located at the boundary between the cornea and 33 

the bulbar conjunctiva. LSC safeguard ocular surface health by constantly renewing the corneal 34 

epithelium and by preventing the opaque conjunctival cells to migrate into the transparent cornea. [1][2] 35 

Acute trauma, burns and inflammatory diseases can disrupt the delicate ocular surface homeostasis and 36 

cause opacification, vascularization and scarring of the cornea resulting in impaired vision. [3][4] LSC 37 
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transplantation holds enormous therapeutic potential for these incapacitating conditions [5][6] [7] but 38 

its implementation is conditioned to the availability of clinically-compliant donor LSC and the 39 

effectiveness of the cell delivery strategies. [8][9] As an alternative to autologous and allogenic primary 40 

cell sources, on-demand amounts of LSC can be attained through differentiation from human induced 41 

pluripotent (hiPSC) or human embryonic stem cells (hESC) independently from donor ocular tissues. 42 

Furthermore, recent protocols ensure the reproducible and well-defined differentiation of LSC offering 43 

safer venues for ocular surface reconstruction. [10]–[12] 44 

Finding an optimal carrier for LSC transplantation to the ocular surface would give a firm push to the 45 

practical implementation of LSC-based therapies. Ideally, the carrier should be biocompatible and 46 

support cell viability while presenting adequate material properties (e.g. robustness, conformability, 47 

manageability). Human amniotic membrane (AM), the innermost layer of the placenta, is widely used 48 

in ophthalmological treatments [13][14] and it has been advocated as a well-suited substrate for LSC 49 

expansion and transplantation. [15][16] Nevertheless, concerns about the low availability and 50 

reproducibility of AM have prompted research on alternative biological substrates such as collagen and 51 

fibrin. [17][18][19] On this line, we have previously suggested the biopolymer bacterial nanocellulose 52 

(BNC) for ocular surface bandaging applications. [20] BNC is biosynthesized by non-pathogenic 53 

bacterial cultures in the form of an interlaced nanofibrillar structure with high architectonic parallelism 54 

to collagen matrices. This nanostructure endows BNC with outstanding material properties regarding 55 

mechanical and thermal stability, conformability, water retention and easiness of manipulation. [21] In 56 

addition, BNC is widely regarded as a cytocompatible substrate owing to its high chemical purity and 57 

supported by numerous in vitro investigations [22] [23] [24]. As for immunogenicity, BNC grafts have 58 

been found to elicit low to none inflammatory responses in vivo and to be generally well tolerated by 59 

the surrounding tissues [25] [26] [27] [28]. Production-wise, BNC is equally appealing because of its 60 

animal-free origin, tunability and feasible scale-up. [29] [30] All these reasons endorse BNC towards 61 

its way through the health market [31][32] with applications ranging from wound dressings [33][34] to 62 

anti-fibrotic implant coatings. [35] 63 
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Here, we aimed at establishing and characterizing LSC cultures on BNC substrates to assess the 64 

potential of BNC as a transplantation vehicle for these cells. BNC has been suggested as a carrier for 65 

other cell types, [36][37] including retinal pigment epithelium, [38][39] but to the best of our 66 

knowledge, this is the first study combining BNC and LSC. Clinical translation being our ultimate goal; 67 

we employed LSC differentiated from hESC (hESC-LSC) under feeder- and serum-free conditions [11]. 68 

Similarly, BNC membranes were thoroughly purified until endotoxin-free before its use as cell support 69 

[22]. The palette of BNC modifications seeking to enhance cell attachment is particularly diverse [29] 70 

[30] [40] [41] [42] . Thus, our ambition was to find a BNC conditioning rendering a favourable interface 71 

for hESC-LSC culture in a simple, well-defined and scalable process.  72 

5. MATERIALS AND METHODS   73 

5.1. Bacterial nanocellulose (BNC) substrates preparation and characterization 74 

5.1.1. BNC production  75 

BNC hydrogels were synthesized by Komagataeibacter xylinus (K. xylinus, NCIMB 5346 from CECT, 76 

Valencia, Spain) grown on Hestrin-Schramm medium following our previously described protocols. 77 

[20][43] K. xylinus cultures were kept on 24-well plates for three days under static conditions at 30 ºC 78 

to obtain circular BNC fleeces with the same diameter as the containers (~1.6 cm). The as-formed 79 

hydrogels were picked with tweezers and immersed in a 1:1 v/v solution of Milli-Q water and ethanol 80 

for 10-15 minutes. Then, BNC fleeces were cleaned with boiling Milli-Q water (40 min) and NaOH (2 81 

x 20 min) to remove organic remains. The BNC hydrogels were dried at 60 ºC, between two Teflon 82 

plates and 1 Kg weight. Dry films were rehydrated in Milli-Q water, sterilized by autoclave (121 ºC, 20 83 

min), and stored at room temperature until experimental use.   84 

5.1.2. BNC surface modification  85 

BNC membranes were placed on 24-well culture plates and incubated overnight at 4 ºC with a solution 86 

of 0.5 μg/cm2 of recombinant human laminin (LN-521, Biolamina) and 5 μg/cm2 collagen type IV from 87 

human placenta (Col IV, Sigma-Aldrich) in Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS, Lonza) 88 

containing calcium and magnesium. The as-prepared samples are referred to as “ECM coated” BNC. 89 
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To prepare the “Plasma + ECM coated” samples, dry BNC films were activated for 1 min with oxygen 90 

plasma inside a plasma reactor (Diener Electronic GmbH, power=50 W, pressure=0.40 mBar) under 91 

vacuum. Then, the activated membranes were immediately coated with the ECM protein solution 92 

following the previous procedure. The “plasma” BNC samples were only irradiated with oxygen plasma 93 

and the “plain” samples were left untreated.  94 

5.1.3. Light transmittance measurements  95 

Visible light absorption spectra were collected with a JASCO V-570 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer 96 

between 400 and 800 nm. Samples were held with a cover glass also used for the baseline correction. 97 

Three different samples were analysed for each condition and the obtained values were averaged.  98 

5.1.4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 99 

Fragments of dry BNC films were placed flat on aluminium SEM sample holders with adhesive carbon 100 

tape. Metalized samples were sputtered with 5 nm of platinum before imaging. A high-resolution 101 

scanning electron microscope (FEI Magellan 400L XHR SEM) was used under a high vacuum and with 102 

an acceleration voltage of 2 kV to obtain images at 5.000, 20.000 and 100.000X magnifications. 103 

Working distance was 4 mm and the current was 0.1 nA. Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy 104 

was performed with the same equipment at 1 KeV. At least two areas from four independent BNC 105 

samples were imaged on both sides of the films.  106 

5.1.5. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 107 

Topographical images and roughness values were obtained with a 5100 Agilent Technologies atomic 108 

force microscopy on tapping mode and equipped with a FORT tip form AppNano. Three 30 x 30-µm 109 

areas were analysed from each sample. Dry BNC samples were fixed flat on the holders with adhesive 110 

tape. The images were processed with Surface analysis software V7.4 (64-bit) - Mountains technology.  111 

5.1.6. Ex vivo evaluation of BNC with porcine corneal organ culture  112 

The corneal organ model employed in this study has been described previously [44] [45]. Briefly, fresh 113 

porcine eyes from a local abattoir were kept in cold DPBS + 2 % antibiotics for up to 4 h and then 114 

disinfected with 2 % povidone-iodine (Betadine®, Leiras). The corneas and part of the sclera were 115 
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resected under sterile conditions and kept in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) 116 

supplemented with 5 % FBS, 1 % Penicillin/Streptomycin (P/S), 0.1 % Amphotericin-B and 1 X 117 

GlutaMax at 37 º C and 5 % CO2 until BNC implantation. Before the BNC application, epithelial 118 

damage was created by an exhaustive scraping of the corneal surface with a scalpel, including the limbal 119 

area. BNC membranes were preconditioned with culture medium and 5-mm diameter pieces were cut 120 

with a trephine and sutured to the central part of the cornea with the help of a Barron artificial anterior 121 

chamber (Katena products Inc.). Four symmetric sutures (VICRON suture number 7) were made to fix 122 

each BNC sample. Then, specimens were moved to 6-well plates and covered with soft contact lenses 123 

(EyeQ One-Day Premium, Cooper Vision) to avoid drying. The corneal organ culture was kept in the 124 

same culture conditions for two weeks after the implantation. The medium was changed trice per week. 125 

Before histological analysis, the porcine corneas were fixed using 4 % paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 126 

DPBS for 4 h at RT. Samples were dehydrated in a Tissue-Tek VIP 5 (Sakura Finetek Europe) automatic 127 

tissue processor overnight and embedded in paraffin blocks. Following, 7 mm thick tissue sections were 128 

cut with a microtome from each sample to cover different areas of the cornea. Histological sections 129 

were stained with haematoxylin-eosin (HE) and mounted on TOMO® adhesion microscope slides 130 

(Matsunami Glass Ind., Ltd.). Optical microscope images were captured with Nikon Eclipse TE2000-S 131 

microscope and DS-Fi1 camera. 132 

5.2. In vitro experiments 133 

5.2.1. Human embryonic stem cell-derived limbal stem cells (hESC-LSC) culture 134 

All cell studies were conducted under the ethical approval of the Ethics Committee of Pirkanmaa 135 

Hospital District number R05116 to derive, culture and differentiate hESC lines for research. No new 136 

cell lines were derived from this study. The hESC-LSCs were differentiated from the hESC line 137 

Regea08/17 as described previously. [11] The hESC-LSC cultures were maintained under serum- and 138 

feeder cell-free conditions. For the in vitro experiments, cryopreserved hESC-LSC in PSC 139 

cryopreservation medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were thawed at 37 ºC and directly plated on top 140 

of BNC substrates (100.000 cells/ cm2) placed on 24-well plates. Immediately after seeding, the culture 141 

plates were centrifuged for one minute at 200 g’s to increase the contact between hESC-LSC and the 142 
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BNC supports. Controls were seeded on Corning® CellBIND 24-well plates with the same ECM 143 

coating (5 µg/cm2 Col-IV + 0.5 µg/cm2 LN-521). The cultures were maintained in defined CnT-30 144 

corneal differentiation medium (CELLnTEC, Advanced Cell Systems) containing 0.5 % antibiotics 145 

(P/S) at 37 ºC and 5 % CO2. Cell morphology and attachment were visually evaluated with a phase-146 

contrast microscopy Zeiss Axio Vert A1 (Carl Zeiss) and the medium was changed trice per week.  147 

5.2.2. Cell viability studies  148 

For qualitative cell viability assessment, the LIVE/DEAD® Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit for mammalian 149 

cells from Thermo Fisher Scientific was employed following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 150 

cell cultures were washed with DPBS and incubated in the dark for 30 min with 500 µL of a 2 μM 151 

Calcein-AM and 1 μM Ethidium homodimer solution in DPBS. Then, the samples were rinsed with 152 

DPBS and imaged using a fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX51 equipped with a DP71 camera) at 153 

10X. The PrestoBlue™ cell viability reagent (Thermo Fischer Scientific) was used to measure cell 154 

proliferation. Triplicate samples were washed with DPBS and incubated with PrestoBlue® reagent 155 

diluted 1:10 (v/v) in CnT-30 medium for 30 min at 37 °C and protected from light. Then, the 156 

supernatants were pipetted in technical triplicates on a 96-well plate (100 µL/well) and fluorescence 157 

values were read with a Viktor 1420 Multilabel Counter (Wallac) at 544 nm excitation and 590 emission 158 

wavelengths. Blanks were made with BNC substrates without cells. The average viability values 159 

obtained at Days 3 and 7 were normalized to values from Day 1 and represented as mean ± standard 160 

error repeating the experiment three times.   161 

5.2.3. Immunofluorescence 162 

For specific marker proteins and Collagen IV detection, samples were firstly washed with DPBS, fixed 163 

with 4 % PFA for 20 min at RT and washed again three times with DPBS. Triton X-100 was used to 164 

permeabilize the cell membranes for 15 min at RT and then samples were blocked for 90 min with a 165 

solution of 3 % BSA in DPBS under mild agitation. Primary antibodies were diluted in 0.5 % BSA and 166 

incubated overnight at 4 ºC. The next day, specimens were washed three times with DPBS and incubated 167 

for one hour at RT under mild agitation with the fluorescently labelled secondary antibodies diluted in 168 

0.5 % BSA. See Table 1 for information regarding the employed antibodies. Finally, samples were 169 
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rinsed again three times with DPBS, flipped upside down and prepared for imaging with mounting 170 

medium containing 4′,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole di-hydrochloride (DAPI) (Vectashield® from 171 

Vector Laboratories) under 13 mm Ø coverslips. Pictures were captured using an Olympus IX51 172 

fluorescence microscope with 5X and 10X dry objectives. The stainings were repeated at least three 173 

times. Raw images were coloured and adjusted for contrast and brightness using Image-J-Fiji software. 174 

Grey values were measured as the average intensity from the whole fluorescent images acquired with 175 

the same exposure times using the same software.  176 

Table 1: Antibodies employed in the immunofluorescence staining.   177 

Antibody Host Supplier Dilution (v/v) 

p63α Rabbit Cell Signalling Technology 1:200 

p40 Mouse Biocare Medical 1:100 

CK14 Mouse R&D 1:200 

CK15 Mouse Neomarkers (Thermo Fisher)  1:200 

CK12 Goat Santa Cruz Biotechnology 1:200 

CK12 Rabbit Abcam 1:200 

Ki-67 Rabbit Millipore 1:500 

Collagen IV Goat Millipore 1:100 

anti-rabbit Alexa-488 Donkey Molecular Probes 1:800 

anti-rabbit Alexa-568 Donkey Molecular Probes 1:800 

anti-goat Alexa-568 Donkey Molecular Probes 1:800 

anti-mouse Alexa-647 Donkey Molecular Probes 1:800 

Anti-mouse-Alexa-568 Donkey Molecular Probes 1:800 

 178 

5.2.4. Confocal microscope  179 

Fixed hESC-LSC cultures grown on top of BNC membranes were incubated for 5 min at RT with 1 mL 180 

of a solution of 5 μg/mL CellMask™ Deep Red Plasma Membrane Stain (Invitrogen) to dye cellular 181 

membranes and 0.25 mg/mL Fluorescent Brightener (Sigma) diluted in DPBS to stain the BNC 182 
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substrates. Then, samples were rinsed with DPBS and placed with the cells facing down on Ibidi Glass 183 

Bottom dishes. Stack images were obtained with a confocal laser-scanning microscope (Leica SP5). 184 

Fluorescent Brightener was exited at 350 nm and Cell Mask 588 nm wavelengths. Fluorescence images 185 

were reconstructed and coloured with the Fiji package of Image-J (64-bit version). 186 

5.3. Statistical analysis  187 

Statistically significant differences were determined using Graph Pad Prism 5 software by one-way 188 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s multiple comparison post hoc test. Significance between 189 

groups was established for P < 0.05. Values provided correspond to the average ± standard deviation or 190 

standard error of the mean as indicated. P-values on the graphs are summarized as non-significant (ns) 191 

for P ≥ 0.05, * for P < 0.05, ** for P < 0.01 and *** for P < 0.001.  192 

6. RESULTS 193 

6.1. BNC membranes coating and characterization  194 

BNC membranes (i.e. dried and rehydrated native BNC hydrogels) were conditioned for hESC-LSC 195 

culture following the process summarized in Figure 1A. Typically, hESC-LSC require specific binding 196 

moieties present in the extracellular matrix (ECM) for adherence and survival. Therefore, a defined 197 

mixture of ECM proteins consisting of human Collagen IV (Col-IV) and recombinant human Laminin-198 

521 (LN-521) was conjugated to endow BNC with specific linkers to favour cell attachment. Col-IV 199 

was fluorescently immunostained to investigate the distribution and abundance of the covering (Figure 200 

1, B-E). The conventional method consisting of incubating the BNC membranes with the protein 201 

solution rendered an inhomogeneous and incomplete coating of the substrates (Figure 1C) with 202 

accumulations of Col-IV in the cavity-like structures of the BNC membranes. To address this issue, a 203 

plasma activation step was incorporated before the impregnation with Col-IV and LN-521. The plasma-204 

treated BNC substrates were homogeneously and more profusely covered by Col-IV than the substrates 205 

coated without prior plasma activation (Figure 1D). This effect was confirmed by comparing the 206 

fluorescence intensity values (Figure 1E) which showed statistically significant differences between the 207 

two methods.  208 
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Macroscopically, BNC membranes were indistinguishable. All the studied forms of BNC appeared as 209 

semi-transparent, thin (~20 microns) flexible and self-standing substrates (Figure 2A). BNC 210 

membranes, regardless of the surface treatments, were easily manipulated with tweezers and showed 211 

good conformability to a dome-shaped surface (Figure 2A). Moreover, the applied surface treatments 212 

had a negligible effect on the light transmittance of the BNC membranes (Figure 2B). All the 213 

investigated BNC membranes presented high light transmittance at long wavelengths while showing a 214 

gradual decline towards smaller wavelengths. As an example, the average transmittance at 700 nm was 215 

84 % and 70% at 500 nm.  216 

SEM was used to investigate the effect of oxygen plasma on the micro/nanostructure of BNC revealing 217 

an altered nanofiber morphology after the plasma treatment (Figure 1, F and H). This is a superficial 218 

modification since the reverse side of all the substrates presented the typical BNC nanofibrous 219 

organization (see a representative image in Figure 1I). Under SEM, the ECM coating was visually 220 

imperceptible on both ECM-coated and plasma-activated + ECM-coated samples (Figure 1, G and H). 221 

To discard misinterpretations due to the metallization of the samples, non-metallized substrates were 222 

also observed under SEM with comparable outcomes (Figure S1). On the contrary, a nitrogen peak, 223 

ascribed to the proteinaceous coating, was detected by EDX only on the samples containing Col-IV an 224 

LN-521 (Figure S1). Besides, the surface of the plasma-treated BNC membranes was noticeably 225 

rougher than the untreated ones. This observation was confirmed by AFM roughness measurements, 226 

which disclosed a 1.4-fold increase in roughness for the plasma-activated samples vs the not activated 227 

samples (AFM images are shown in Figure S1). 228 
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 229 

Figure 1: BNC surface treatments. A) Sketch of the different surface modifications of BNC membranes. B-D) 230 

Immunofluorescence staining of Collagen IV (green) deposited on BNC substrates. B) BNC activated with plasma 231 

but without ECM coating (Blank). C) BNC coated with the standard procedure consisting of pipetting the ECM 232 

protein solution on top of the substrates. D) Plasma-activated and ECM-coated BNC substrates where an intense 233 

and homogeneous coating by Collagen IV is observed. E) Fluorescence intensity (grey value ± standard error) 234 

comparison of the Collagen IV staining between the different BNC substrates. Statistically significant differences 235 

were detected between all the groups. The lower board (F-I) gathers representative SEM images of the BNC 236 

substrates. As seen in images F and H, the plasma treatment altered the BNC nanofibers while the ECM coating 237 

was visually undetectable (G). I) The reverse (untreated) side of all the BNC substrates remained unaltered, 238 

indicating that the modifications caused by the oxygen plasma are superficial. A representative SEM image is 239 

shown.    240 
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 241 

Figure 2: Macroscopic and optical features of BNC substrates. A) Digital images of the tested BNC substrates 242 

presenting an analogous appearance. All the membranes could be easily handled, maintained its flexibility and 243 

robustness and accommodated well to a curved surface (upper photograph). B) Visible light transmittance of the 244 

tested cell carriers. The coatings to enhance hESC-LSC attachment did not alter the optical properties of BNC. 245 

All the substrates presented high transmittance at long wavelengths with a progressive decrease towards shorter 246 

wavelengths. 247 

6.2. Ex vivo BNC evaluation with a corneal organ culture  248 

To assess the applicability of BNC as a support for cell transplantation to the ocular surface, an ex vivo 249 

organ culture model was used. Epithelial damage was created on excised porcine corneas before BNC 250 

implantation. After 14 days in culture, histological analysis was carried out by sectioning the specimens 251 

as schematized in Figure 3A. During the sample preparation process, BNC membranes proved excellent 252 

conformability to the dome shape of the corneas, could be cut to the desired size and were easily ex vivo 253 

sutured to the ocular surface (Figure 3B). Imaging of the HE-stained sections showed undamaged BNC 254 

membranes in close contact with the corneal surface for some of the tested eyes. Remarkably, a 255 

continuous corneal epithelium had re-grown under the BNC patch (Figure 3, C and D). See Figure S2 256 

for comparison with a control pig cornea without BNC implantation where a similarly regrown pig 257 

epithelium is appreciable.  258 
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 259 

Figure 3: Ex vivo evaluation of BNC applicability as a cell delivery vehicle to the ocular surface with a 260 

porcine organ culture model. A) and B) depict the experimental setup, a Barron artificial anterior chamber (B) 261 

was used to perform the sutures on resected pig eyes. BNC membranes withstood cutting to the desired shape and 262 

fixation by suture stitches to porcine corneas with induced epithelial damage. Histological sections were cut as 263 

illustrated in A). HE staining of the tissue sections revealed the successful reepithelization of the pig corneas and 264 

intimate contact between the BNC and the ocular surface at the two examined areas (C and D). For clarity of the 265 

images, BNC has been highlighted in blue and the pig epithelium in pink.   266 

6.3. hESC-LSC attachment and viability on BNC substrates  267 

Next, the ability of the BNC to promote hESC-LSC attachment and viability was evaluated and 268 

compared for the distinct surface treatments. After 24 h in culture, evident differences could be observed 269 

in terms of cell morphology (Figure 4). hESC-LSC platted on plasma activated-ECM coated BNC 270 

membranes exhibited a homogeneous distribution on the substrate and the expected epithelial cell 271 

appearance (Figure 4D). Oppositely, hESC-LSC seeded on BNC membranes that received only plasma 272 

activation (Figure 4B) or solely ECM coating (Figure 4C) were round in morphology indicating poor 273 
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suitability of these substrates for hESC-LSC maintenance. The same outcomes were detected for plain 274 

BNC (Figure 4A). 275 

In accordance with these observations, at Day 4 after seeding, Live/Dead staining evidenced a highly 276 

viable cell population on the BNC membranes that were plasma-activated and coated with Col IV and 277 

LN-521 (Figure 4H). hESC-LSC on plasma-activated as well as plain BNC had mainly detached from 278 

the substrates (Figure 4, E and F). On BNC membranes with conventional ECM coating, more hESC-279 

LSC remained adhered but were unable to spread and stained mainly as dead cells (Figure 4G). An 280 

additional Live/Dead assay was conducted for BNC with plasma activation and ECM-coating at Day 8 281 

to confirm long-term cell survival observing a highly viable hESC-LSC population (Figure S3). In light 282 

of these results, the in vitro experiments that follow were only performed with BNC substrates with 283 

plasma activation and ECM coating and are referred to as “BNC” from here on.  284 

 285 

Figure 4: Attachment and viability of hESC-LSC on surface-modified BNC. A-D) Phase-contrast microscope 286 

images a Day 1 where, depending on the surface modification of BNC, clear differences in cell morphology can 287 

be visualized. Substrates with only one treatment (plasma (B) or ECM coating (C)) rendered rounded hESC-LSC 288 

morphologies while the combination of both created a favourable surface for hESC-LSC spreading (D). E-H) 289 

Live/Dead staining of hESC-LSC at Day 4 where alive cells are stained in green and dead cells in red. Note the 290 
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high cell viability in H corresponding to BNC substrates with plasma activation followed by ECM protein coating. 291 

Viable hESC-LSC on the rest of the substrates were scarce (E-G).  292 

6.4. hESC-LSC self-renewing capacity on BNC substrates 293 

Since the capacity to promote cell attachment, proliferation and then further differentiation towards 294 

corneal epithelial cells is a valuable characteristic of a cell carrier, we studied the self-renewal properties 295 

of hESC-LSC on BNC substrates at three different time points. Visually, an increase in cell number 296 

could be observed between Day 1 and 3 while from Day 3 to 7 cell density stabilized and cell size 297 

augmented (Figure 5A). hESC-LSC exhibited the expected cobblestone morphology at the three studied 298 

time points and tended to form an epithelial monolayer on top of the BNC substrates as observed by 299 

confocal microscope (Figure 5B). The metabolic activity was quantitatively analysed with a Presto Blue 300 

assay (Figure 5D). An increase in the fluorescence signal was detected at the early stages of the culture 301 

but not at the late stages where the fluorescence intensity remained constant (not statistically significant 302 

differences). To further confirm these results, immunofluorescence staining of the proliferation marker 303 

Ki67 was performed (Figure 5C). Expression of Ki67 was detected at Days 1, 3 and 7 in a fraction of 304 

the hESC-LSC indicating the presence of a self-renewing cell population. The estimated percentage of 305 

Ki67 positive cells was higher on Day 1 than on Day 7. hESC-LSC growing on conventional culture 306 

plates coated with Col IV and LN-521 were used for comparison and a similar evolution was observed 307 

(See Figure S4).  308 
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 309 

Figure 5: hESC-LSC culture monitoring and proliferation on BNC supports. A) Cell density and distribution 310 

vs. time on BNC substrates. B) Confocal microscope and XZ cross-section images where the tendency of hESC-311 

LSC to form an epithelial monolayer on top of the BNC substrates can be observed. hESC-LSC plasma 312 

membranes were marked in red and the BNC supports in blue. C) Representative immunofluorescence staining 313 

images of the Ki67 proliferation marker expression at diverse time points of hESC-LSC cultures on BNC. D) 314 

Presto Blue assay measuring the metabolic activity of hESC-LSC expanded on BNC. Bars show the average value 315 

of three independent experiments with SEM. E) Estimation (average and SEM) of the percentage of Ki67-positive 316 

cells at three different culture time points.  317 

6.5. Protein marker expression  318 

Finally, we investigated whether hESC-LSC cultured on BNC films retain their progenitor phenotype 319 

or they start to differentiate towards corneal epithelial cells. The expression of specific LSC markers 320 

[46] was evaluated by immunocytochemistry. Simultaneous p63α and p40 antibodies were used to 321 

detect the presence of the ΔNp63α isoform of p63 in the cell nuclei, a widely used LSC marker.  For 322 

further validation of the progenitor phenotype, the presence of distinctive cytokeratins (CK) was also 323 

examined. CK14 and CK15 were selected as stemness indicators while CK12 was employed as a 324 
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differentiated corneal cell marker. Immunofluorescence images shown in Figure 6A illustrate that the 325 

majority of hESC-LSC cultured on BNC substrates highly express ΔNp63α and low to undetectable 326 

levels of CK12 at both Days 3 and 7 correlating with the expected LSC phenotype. Control hESC-LSC 327 

cultured on ECM-coated plastic exhibited a comparable marker expression pattern (see Ct in Figure 328 

6A).  Notably, the progenitor markers CK14 and CK15 behaved differently. While both keratins 329 

presented positive immunofluorescence −less homogeneous than ΔNp63α− at Day 4, only CK15 330 

remained detectable on hESC-LSC maintained on BNC membranes until Day 7 (Figure 6B). As for 331 

controls, a similar trend was observed except for some faint signal still present at Day 7 for CK14.  332 

Furthermore, we examined the long-term maintenance of stemness marker expression. Figure S5 333 

displays immunofluorescence micrographs of hESC-LCS on BNC carriers and control surfaces cultured 334 

for 2 and 3 weeks where a sustained LSC phenotype (p40-positive and predominantly CK12 negative) 335 

is perceived for both time points and culture surfaces resembling the early time points.  336 

 337 
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 338 

Figure 6: LSC marker expression at early time points. A) Representative immunofluorescence photographs of 339 

hESC-LSC cultured on BNC membranes 3 and 7 days after platting. Expression of the well-established limbal 340 

stem cell marker ΔNp63α was confirmed by the simultaneous detection of p63α and p40. CK12, an epithelial 341 

differentiation marker, was identified in low amounts. Merged images confirm the nuclear location of ΔNp63α 342 

and the co-localization of the p63α and p40 antibodies. Ct refers to conventional ECM-coated cell culture surfaces 343 

used for comparison and the scale bar is 100 µm. B) Cytoplasmic expression of the stemness-associated 344 

cytokeratins 14 and 15 (CK14 and CK15) on hESC-LSC cultures grown on top of BNC membranes for 4 and 7 345 

days. The distribution of CK14 and CK15 (red) is compared to p63α (green) present in the nucleus. Scale bar 346 

equals to 100 µm. Inserts: DAPI-stained nuclei (blue) to evidence the total number of cells and details of the 347 

localization of the stemness markers. Scale bar of the inserts= 50 µm.  348 
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7. DISCUSSION 349 

hESC-LSC could revolutionize the management of ocular surface diseases but an optimal cell delivery 350 

strategy still needs to be found. This study suggests BNC as a non-animal sourced substrate for hESC-351 

LSC maintenance, manipulation and plausible transplantation. We describe a straightforward plasma-352 

assisted method to anchor ECM proteins on the surface of BNC enabling subsequent hESC-LSC 353 

attachment, spreading and viability. Then, we demonstrate that hESC-LSC cultures express the 354 

proliferation marker Ki67, especially at the early stages of the culture, and that they retain a limbal stem 355 

cell phenotype for up to 3 weeks on BNC supports.  356 

A preliminary histological analysis from a corneal organ culture model shows the possibility to achieve 357 

intimate contact between BNC and the corneal surface, which is an advantageous situation for cell 358 

transplantation. We also observed re-epithelization under the BNC membranes, which hints that BNC 359 

does not cause major cytotoxicity or oxygen permeability issues on this ex vivo model. These findings, 360 

combined with our previous reports on BNC suturability and stability in contact with ocular tissue, [20] 361 

confirm that the material properties of BNC are adequate for a carrier in ocular surface cell replacement 362 

therapies. However, future research is required to assess the migration and integration capabilities of 363 

hESC-LSC grown on BNC carriers onto damaged corneas. Likewise, in vivo biocompatibility studies 364 

about ophthalmological applications of BNC are encouraging but still very scarce [47] and the 365 

interactions between BNC and the host ocular immune system warrant further investigation.  366 

There are a few examples in the literature about the usage of BNC supports in stem cell culture that do 367 

not report on the need for coating BNC with ECM proteins to provide cell adhesion moieties. [48]–[50] 368 

Similarly, in our previous work with human dermal fibroblasts, [22] we found that BNC coating was 369 

not required to facilitate cell attachment. However, the here presented results prove that the plasma-370 

assisted ECM protein functionalization is crucial for hESC-LSC attachment and survival on the BNC 371 

substrates. Neither the plasma activation alone nor the conventional method to coat cell culture surfaces 372 

were able to provide a favourable interface between BNC and hESC-LSC. These observations discard 373 

that the described enhanced hESC-LSC adhesion is a consequence of the increased roughness of the 374 

plasma-treated BNC substrates detected by electronic microscopy and AFM. On the contrary −and 375 
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backed by the intensified Col IV adsorption on plasma-treated BNC− we ascribe this effect on the 376 

presence of specific binding sites for hESC-LSC. Interestingly, an analogous strategy was followed by 377 

Sorkio et al. to enhance hESC-derived retinal pigment epithelial cells attachment to synthetic 378 

electrospun membranes drawing similar conclusions. [51] Hence, the requirement of surface 379 

modifications to use BNC as a cell culture substrate seems to be cell type-dependent. This cell-380 

specificity has also been described by Pertile and colleagues[52] who reported that nitrogen plasma 381 

activation improved the affinity of microvascular cells and neuroblasts for BNC  but had no effect on 382 

fibroblasts.     383 

Notably, the plasma treatment (1 min-activation) did not make the hESC-LSC seeding protocol 384 

substantially longer, more complex or costlier compared to the standard ECM coating and did not 385 

compromise the manageability and the semi-transparency of the BNC membranes. By SEM 386 

examination, we encountered morphological changes on the BNC surface which were not present on 387 

the bulk of the material again in good agreement with reference. [52] Therefore, we conclude that 388 

plasma activation offers vast possibilities for BNC functionalization aiming at favouring its interactions 389 

with cells without comprising its outstanding materials properties in a fast, simple and scalable manner. 390 

[53] 391 

We inferred hESC-LSC cultures progression on BNC by measuring the metabolic activity and by 392 

detecting the proliferation marker Ki67 noticing that hESC-LSC can produce new daughter cells on 393 

BNC membranes as evidenced by the presence of Ki67-positive populations. A slowdown on the 394 

proliferation rate after Day 3 together with an increase in cell size was detected. These features correlate 395 

with a slight maturation of the hESC-LSC on BNC, although not complete differentiation since the 396 

cultures remained positive for the LSC markers and essentially CK12 negative (maturation marker) for 397 

up to 3 weeks. The detection of the progenitor marker CK14 at Day 4 but not at Day 7 after platting and 398 

the dimmer staining for CK15 at Day 7 compared to Day 4 further supports that a partial maturation of 399 

hESC-LSC is occurring on the BNC carriers. We believe that is an interesting finding since cellular 400 

therapies expect the progeny of the transplanted cells to mature and become part of a functional corneal 401 

epithelium after implantation, mimicking the in vivo phenomena. [2][54]. On the other hand, the 402 
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employed hESC-LSC were previously proved capable of terminal differentiation on porcine collagen 403 

matrices by detecting the expression of CK3 and CK12 proteins. [19] However, it remains uncertain if 404 

hESC-LSC possess the ability to differentiate towards fully mature corneal epithelial cells on BNC 405 

supports indicating a need for future work. Together, these observations lead us to believe that the level 406 

of maturation of the hESC-LSC cultures will be an important parameter to consider in upcoming studies 407 

on BNC-assisted hESC-LSC delivery to the ocular surface.  408 

Notably, the assumed long-term mode of action of LSC transplantation relies on its capability to 409 

repopulate the limbal niche and from there provide constant cell renewal to the corneal epithelium. The 410 

expression of multiple stemness markers −ΔNp63α, CK14 and CK15− on hESC-LSC seeded on BNC 411 

carriers corroborates its progenitor phenotype and reinforces the therapeutic expectation that hESC-412 

LSC could act similarly to autologous LSC [55][56]. Therefore, we venture that the time window 413 

between Day 1 and Day 4 after seeding on BNC supports could be an appropriate timing for hESC-LSC 414 

transplantation because the cultures exhibit higher proliferation and more stemness characteristics than 415 

later time-points; features that have been correlated with greater in vivo regenerative potential [57] [18]. 416 

Besides, this timing would also reduce the preparation period of the hESC-LSC/BNC constructs. 417 

Overall, and considering that biomaterial properties can greatly influence cell differentiation, [58][59] 418 

the ability of BNC membranes to maintain the hESC-LSC phenotype in vitro rather than inducing 419 

terminal differentiation is encouraging for future implementation. We speculate that this effect could 420 

be at least partially explained by the particular nanotopography of BNC, as already reported for mouse 421 

stem cell cultures. [48][60]  422 

Currently, the library of biomaterials exploited in cell-based corneal regeneration is dominated by AM, 423 

[5][61] collagen [9][62] and fibrin-derived substrates [18][63] with successful results already reported. 424 

[18][64] Research efforts are now focused on reducing the inherent risks of these therapies [65] by 425 

switching to well-defined cell culture protocols [66][67] and non-animal sourced carriers. [68] In 426 

pursuit of clinically-compatible solutions, we employed serum- and feeder-free hESC-LSC cultures 427 

containing clinical-grade heparin, from the CnT-30 medium, as the only animal-derived product. BNC 428 

fits well into this emerging concept because of its purity and biotechnological animal-free production. 429 
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[69] We believe that BNC can be advantageous over the above-mentioned biopolymers because of its 430 

mechanical stability, manageability and lack of processing, which are considered as major limiting 431 

factors of the current solutions. [62][70] Moreover, the thermal stability of BNC enables both its 432 

sterilization by heat and cryopreservation. [22] The latest being of particular significance because it 433 

makes the cryobanking of ready-to-use hESC-LSC/BNC constructs a feasible possibility.   434 

8. CONCLUSIONS 435 

Here, we report on the culture of hESC-LSC on BNC membranes. We show that BNC substrates support 436 

the formation of new daughter cells and retain the progenitor phenotype of hESC-LSC while providing 437 

a self-standing and easy to manipulate mechanical support. Moreover, the non-animal origin of BNC 438 

and the well-defined hESC-LSC differentiation and cultivation procedures allowed the formation of 439 

cell-biomaterial constructs intended for a prospective clinical application in ocular surface treatments. 440 

hESC-LSC attachment and viability were achieved after a plasma-enabled ECM protein 441 

functionalization of the BNC substrates. This fast and simple BNC functionalization method could be 442 

exploited in the future for the culture of other therapeutic cells and expand the possibilities of BNC as 443 

a cell carrier.  444 
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12. SUPPORTING INFORMATION  650 

 651 

Figure S1: Substrate characterization. Table gathering information about surface characterization of 652 

BNC membranes undertaking different treatments. Column one shows atomic force microscopy (AFM) 653 

topographical pictures and average roughness values ± standard deviation from three different 30 x 30-654 

µm images. Column two and three show scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of non-655 

metallized BNC samples from both sides of the substrates (treated vs untreated). The fourth column 656 

shows EDX graphs from the same substrates. Note that a nitrogen peak is only detected on samples 657 

with ECM proteins coating.  658 

 659 
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Figure S2: Control pig cornea after epithelial damage. HE-stained tissue section from a cultured 661 

porcine cornea one week after inducing epithelial damage and without implanting BNC. The regrown 662 

pig epithelium has been highlighted in pink.  663 
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Figure S3: hESC-LSC viability on Day 8. Fluorescent Live/Dead staining of hESC-LSC cultures on 665 

control surfaces (ECM-coated commercial culture plate) and BNC coated with ECM proteins after 666 

plasma activation. Viable cells are stained green with Calcein-AM and dead cells in red with Propidium 667 

Iodide. The right image demonstrates that hESC-LSC keep high viability on BNC supports after 8 days 668 

of culture.  669 
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Figure S4: Monitoring of hESC-LSC cultures on control surfaces (ECM-coated cell culture 672 

plates). A) Phase-contrast microscope images at different time points. B) Immunofluorescence staining 673 

of the proliferation marker Ki67 (green). Cell nuclei are marked in blue (DAPI) to evidence the total 674 

number of cells.  675 
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Figure S5: Protein marker expression profile of hESC-LSC after long-term culture. Characteristic 678 

immunofluorescence images of hESC-LSC maintained for two and three weeks on plasma-treated + 679 

ECM-coated BNC substrates and control surfaces (ECM-coated culture vessels). For all the pictures 680 

DAPI marks cell nuclei to show the total cell number, p40-positive cells are considered to exhibit a 681 

stemness phenotype and the dim CK12 (corneal maturation marker) signal indicates a predominantly 682 

low maturation stage of the cultures on both conditions and time points.  Scale bar = 100 µm.  683 
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